
E s · s e n c e
/̍esəns/

a tribute to nature's classical elements,  
revered, feared and worshipped since aeons.

AKS MATHUR



We now know there is more to nature 
than earth, fire, water and air but 
these continue to symbolize the core 
inside everything, 

StillStill today they represent an object's 
es·sence and connect it with what has 
always been and will always be.



TERRA - Tote 
-//earth//-
tèr·ra

Handmade 
Hand Engraved 
Hand Painted

Material: 
Veg Tan leather

Dimensions:
14.6 x 8.6 x 5 in14.6 x 8.6 x 5 in
37 x 21.8 x 12.7 cm

Handle Drop: 
3.1 in / 7.8 cm

SKU: ES-T-1

Inspired from the       
architectural finish of 
Palazzo dell'Acquedotto 
Pugliese, Bari. 

HumbleHumble stones were  
transformed into an     
antiquity masterpiece by 
human artistry and     
precision.



The mighty sea rustles on the 
shore.

Colorful pebbles soften ferocious 
tidal waves into gentle streams 
nourishing life

ACQUA CLUTCH
-//water//-
àc·qua

Handmade
Hand Painted

Material: 
Veg Tan leather

Dimensions:
7.6 x 4.1 x .4 in 
19.5 x 10.5 x 1 cm19.5 x 10.5 x 1 cm

5 pockets

SKU: ES-C-1



Mirage on a hot day in the desert. 

Fire dances on sand dunes or sand roars in the 
air.

IGNIS - Tote
-//FIRE//-

īgnis

Handmade 
Hand Engraved 
Hand Painted

Material:
Veg Tan leather

Dimentions:
11.6 x 9.4 x 2.9 in11.6 x 9.4 x 2.9 in
29.5 x 24 x 7.5 cm 

Handle Drop: 
4.3 in
11 cm

SKU: ES-T-2



AËR - Belt Bag
-//Air//-

A minimal Belt Bag made with Veg Tan leather. 
Front magnet closure, Adjustable leather belt. 
Can be worn on the waist, cross-body, or over 
the shoulder.

Material:
Veg tan leather

Variation:
- Marine blue + Sepia (SKU: ES-B2)- Marine blue + Sepia (SKU: ES-B2)
- Natural vegtan (SKU: ES-B1)

Dimensions:
4.7 x 7.9 x 1.2 in
12 × 20 × 3 cm

Belt Length
46.5 in
118 cm118 cm

Air at play with sand dunes. 

Same sand particles create different patterns each time a 
twister blows through them.



linéaire
/inspired by everything linéaire/

Simple Lines
Perfect curves

100% VegTan Leather
100% Handmade
SESEATTLE | WA
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LINéAIRE
Tote

A large tote bag handmade with natural Veg 
Tan Leather.

Vertical lines are carefully hand-engraved to 
create an under stated yet modern look.

PPerfect for everyday use from work to leisure
Fits upto 15” laptop.
Unlined Interior

Material:
Veg Tan Leather

Variations:
- Natural  (SKU FW-T5-1)
- Magenta (S- Magenta (SKU FW-T5-2)

Dimensions:
14.5 x 12.4 x 9 in / 37 x 31.5 x 9 cm
Strap drop
11.8 in / 30 cm 



BUCKET
Tote

A minimal tote, cut and handmade from 
single piece of veg tan leather. Unlined 
interior. Fits up to a 13" laptop.

Material:
VVeg Tan Leather

Variatoins:
Natural (SKU: 2020/btote/nude-1)
Black    (SKU: 2020/btote/nude-2)

Dimensions:
13.4 x 10.4 x 3.2 in
34 x 26.5 x 8 cm

StStrap drop
11.8 in
30cm 



I really appreciate your 
time ,
thanks a lot for going 
through this lookbook 
I hope you enjoyed this 
visual treat.

- Aks- Aks
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